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Are Base Metals an investment option? 

Base metals - Industrial metals include copper, nickel, aluminum, zinc, lead, tin and iron /steel. Base 
metals are generally plentiful, and are used in a variety of commercial and industrial applications so 
mostly it was ignored by investor as an investment option. But since last few years base metals had 
emerge as a good investment option because of its consistent returns also they are mainly used in 
industrial and infrastructure related activities, their overall demand is dependent on global economic 
growth. And since last few years world has witnessed a very sharp rally in all major economics from 
US, Europe, China, India, Brazil, Japan….. and so on which has created a huge consumption demand 
and this will stay further also as all leading economy will try to see growth only. Looking to the 
returns and never ending consumption pattern from major countries now base metals has come out 
as a new investment option with having good support from ETF’s, Futures / Spot exchanges which 
has given a good, user-friendly and transparent platform to the investor to invest in it. 
 
 

Source: MCX 
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What types of investors invest in base metals?  
 
Commodity futures markets largely remain underdeveloped in India. This is in spite of the country‘s 
long history of commodity derivatives trade as compared to the US and UK, but still the journey is 
remarkable as compare with other market. Investors lobby that were mainly attracted with the base 
metals because of its daily volatility as they try to lock trading profit as per market movement.  
 
Also we have witnessed large number of equity market player in commodity market trading in base 
metals as they feel metals more secured as compare with equities, even we have heard the words 
like “Commodity (metal) will never loses its value may sometimes up may be some time 
down but overall year on year they will gain value, while equity we don’t’ know whether 
company will survive or not, investor still remembers the era of Harshad Mehta, Ketan 
Parikh and latest Satyam cries which are still in the minds”.  
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A spill over investment coming into base metals being gold and silver overheated, 
real estate and currency facing uncertainty? 
 
A spillover of investment as currency market since last 1year had been a very active and volatile as 
the financial crisis, central banks and governments around the world from US, Europe, China, India 
and many more have been able to head off some big swings by buying and selling currencies. 
 
Even in Precious metal which has got a tremendous investment as in these tough economic times 
when other investments are losing money people feel Precious metals make the perfect solution for 
investment capital because over the last decade these prices have gone through the roof, and show 
no signs of coming down any time soon. And now people feeling the pinch of higher prices and 
started searching for the other investment avenues which can give same type of returns with capital 
security so we have seen diversion coming in Silver that is also known as “Poor man’s Gold” and also 
in Base metals as still market sees good run-up is still pending in the industrial metals as now 
economy are started with a consolidated move to support the world economy which can result as 
higher consumption demand from the industries. So in coming months we can see base metals can 
show a good jump and can stand at par with bullion also. 
 
While in real estate also we feel prices in India likely to crash any time as it is not digestible that the 
economy is growing at the rate of eight per cent per annum previously and now it has dropped below 
six per cent per annum then how can one expect the prices of property to appreciate at 150-200 per 
cent or more what we have seen earlier. Today, the prices of the property have gone out of hands for 
the common people as minimum ticket size of standard 1BHK is atleast near by 15-18lakhs in any 
metro cities. 
 
So looking to the other avenues we feel base metals can survive and can give better returns in near 
term as consumption from industries in any economy will never reduce. 
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Forecast for base metals' price behaviour for both short term and long 
term and why? 
 

See initially if we eye on short term price behavior let’s take for Q4’ 2012 we feel there is still room 
for an another 10-12 per cent appreciation in the prices in last quarter also as historically also Q4 has 
emerge as a positive months for the metals also support seen on the hope that US, Europe, Japan, 
China and others will successfully stimulate their economy in Q4, thereby boosting demand for base 
metals. 
 
While any time the prices of commodities rally on the hope that something positive will happen It's 
no surprise that market can rally once again in the next year or two on the hope that China will once 
again ride to the rescue of commodity demand as it did after the 2008 global financial crisis, but it 
would seem that this time there are more reasons to be cautious. What's different between now and 
2008 is that the size of the stimulus is going to be much smaller, and probably more carefully 
managed over a longer period of time. This means that while demand may well increase for base 
metals, it's unlikely to post rapid gains but steady and sustainable gain cannot be ruled out for next 
3-5year. The other main difference for the steady and sustainable gain is that inventories are higher 
as it's only very recently that commodity producers and consumers finally recognised that demand 
had been weakening and was unlikely to rebound quickly. Also it appears that the supply response to 
lower prices is finally happening, with miners lowering output, and lowering the output will keep the 
balance on demand and 
supply resulting in stability in 
the prices and steady growth 
in consumption will certainly 
push the prices again in 
north direction with an 
average annual again of 10-
12 percent per annum.  
        Source- MCX 
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Is this the right time to enter into base metals trading? 
 

"Yes, it is a buy right now," even though base metal rallied nearly 6-8 percent in last 1-2 month 
period and Copper is at an all-time high, I think one should still look in it for a atleast gain for 
another 10-12 percent in next 2-3 months period as prices to rebound in the fourth quarter of the 
year if the Chinese economy picks up pace. Base Metals gained on stronger note after FOMC minutes 
showed members demanding more Easing along with fresh hopes from China after yet another 
disappointing Economic data report. The release of minutes from the most recent meeting of the U.S. 
Federal Open Market Committee suggested increased support for more quantitative easing if a 
substantial and sustainable improvement does not occur soon. Base Metals saw a round of gains and 
would likely have been at even higher levels. 
 
 

Another Investment avenue is Silver 

Silver today hit a new 30 year high of $35.00 an ounce as the world anxiously watches the dollar 
dropping due to global turmoil over oil and the economy. Unlike the credit crisis of 2008 when the 
dollar index dropped to 72 before rebounding back to 88 over the next two years, this new drop 
below 77 has the dollar in much more danger than during that time.  China has accumulated much 
more assets in gold, silver, copper, and oil over the past three years, and the dollars dominancy is 
being questioned at every turn. 

Silver on the other hand has become the safe haven for wealth protection, even more so than 
gold.  The gold to silver ratio is threatening to fall below 40 to 1, and the price per ounce has in 
essence de-coupled from gold, and has much more room to climb.  Technical charts show that 
reaching the next level of $38-40 an ounce has little resistance, and once it crosses there $46 and 
then $60.00 are easily in play. Also as the political turmoil in the Middle East and North Africa 
continues and government debt -- namely in the US -- increases finding a bear among the gold and 
silver bulls is becoming increasingly difficult. 
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Why Silver……. 
 

Like most commodities, the price of silver is 
driven by speculation and supply and demand. 
Compared to gold, the silver price is notoriously 
volatile. This is because of lower market 
liquidity, and demand fluctuations between 
industrial and store of value uses. At times this 
can cause wide ranging valuations in the market, 
creating volatility.  
 
Silver often tracks the gold price due to store of 
value demands, although the ratio can vary. The 
gold/silver ratio is often analyzed by traders, 
investors and buyers. In 1792, the gold/silver 
ratio was fixed by law in the United States at 
1:15, which meant that one troy ounce of gold 
would buy 15 troy ounces of silver; a ratio of 
1:15.5 was enacted in France in 1803. The 
average gold/silver ratio during the 20th 
century, however, was 1:47. The lower the ratio/number, the more expensive silver is compared to 
gold. Conversely the higher the ratio/number, the cheaper silver is compared to gold.  
 
How the Ratio Works 
When gold trades at $500 per ounce and silver at $5, traders refer to a gold-silver ratio of 100. 
Today the ratio floats, as gold and silver are valued daily by market forces, but this wasn't always the 
case. The ratio has been permanently set at different times in history - and in different places - by 
governments seeking monetary stability. 
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Gold Silver Ratio  
The recent price trend of rising 
silver with the upheld or choppy 
Gold made the Gold to silver ratio 
trading at Multi years low which 
can be noted by above graph. We 
can see that an ounce of Gold 
bought can buy 42.64 ounce of 
Silver indicating the dearness of 
Silver as against the Gold. It has 
broken the 1985 low of 49 and 
trading around 42.35 which is well 
in line with the early 1984 level. 
The Silver as we know is a double 
edged sword having the Industrial 
demand as well as Jewelry 
demand which supports the price 
rise. Whereas in case of Gold the 
industrial demand this is mainly in 
dentistry and some technology 
accounts for a meager share. 
Hence, due to the Industrial 
demand rising in the developing 
countries as well as credit crisis in 
the developed world the Silver 
becomes dearer and Dearer to traders. 
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Reasons which play for the lowest Gold Silver ratio in 13 years. Some of them are as 
follows:  
Silver is not an obsolete metal, as many used to think a couple of years ago. The decline of analogue 
photography has significantly lowered silver demand in this area. But silver is an indispensable 
component of solar panels and flat screens. Hedge fund managers have cut their long bets on silver 
by 42% since October, they continue to hold net long positions, i.e. they remain bullish on silver 
going forward. Market remains bullish too, because central banks are expected to raise their gold 
reserves for the third year in a row. The last time this happened was in the late 1970s, and we all 
know what happened back then. The sale of Silver Eagles by the US Mint has never been stronger 
and rose to record levels last month. 
 
Industrial demand for silver to hit its highest level since 1990 and silver-backed exchange traded 
funds are expected to boom as well. Any good news in one of the demand sector will support the 
uptrend. And now days the increase in the industrial metal demand by developing countries (Mainly 
India & China) is on northwards move. With the Middle Crisis and Greenback losing its value by 
failure of QE to infuse liquidity and boost the greenback 
has failed which gives rise to heaven demand.  
 
Commodity Price: Another basic reason is the price of 
both the commodities itself, i.e.  the investment done in 
the purchase of an ounce of gold purchased  can fetch 
more than 40 times of Silver. Hence to a general mind it 
seems that why not purchase certain commodity which 
has basic bimetallism characteristics as well as which 
comes at very cheaper price.  
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Historical Gain: If we take a look 
at the historical gain of the Gold as 
compared to Silver than we can say 
that rise in Gold has already being 
mounted in past years whereas 
Silver is not at that Premium. Gold 
prices have moved up by 650% 
since its trading on COMEX at 1975 
whereas Silver has gained on 292% 
since the trading began in 1984. 
Hence, the cheaper prices of Silver 
as compared to Gold has lead it 
towards the dearness of investors. 
 
 
The Investment Flow:  As a 
general rule of economics “Higher 
the prices of Commodity will lead it 
towards the lesser demand.” Hence, 
due to the fundamental weakness in 
the Gold as compared to Silver the 
whole investment flow of hedge fund investors and large investors has moved towards the Silver by 
liquidating the positions at the Gold market. 
 
The global economic recovery is gaining traction. Several leading indicators, such as business and 
consumer confidence, are pointing towards a solid recovery of services and manufacturing activity in 
Germany and the United States. In spite of a slow recovery in the West of give or take 1.5 to 3%, 
Asia is still growing at a 6 to 8% annual rate that will support industrial demand. The U.S. Mint 
reported record one-month silver-coin sales of 6.422 million ounces in January. For February to date, 
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they are just above 2.6 million, already topping the 2.1 million for all of February 2010. Gold Could 
Outperform in Shorter Term as Ratio Corrects Morgan and Smith both look for silver to keep 
outperforming gold in the longer term, but nevertheless caution that gold could be poised to make 
some headway against the grey metal in the foreseeable future. Much of this may be due to chart-
based considerations rather than any shift in fundamental factors. 
 
Demand Supply Statics : As  the  following  chart  shows  Gold  has  investment  cushion  between  
the  Demand  and  Supply.  It  is  in excess  supply  to  the  demand  indicating  more  often  the  
investment  held  in  physical  form.  By 2010 there prevails 296.43 tons of Gold held in investment 
form. As it can be observed from the above mentioned table  that  the  majority  of  Gold  demand  is  
from  Jewellery consumption and there prevails dearth of Investment  demand as well as ETFs and 
Other investment avenues are also not so keen in actively participating. 
 

 
Conclusion  
After looking the above mentioned facts and 
figure and looking to the our 1ST preference 
will be silver as in coming session looking 
strong while strong bounce in all base metal 
can be seen. 
 
 
. 
 
 
 

Source:MCX 
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Projected Jump till Next Diwali 
 
Looking to the above fundamentals for the base metals one can’t ignore the potential growth in base 
metals sector one can buy for the projected targets for next one year. 
 
 

Sr. 
No. 

Name of the E-
Series 

Current 
Market 
Price 

Projected Jump in 
1year in terms of 

% gain 

Target 
Price 

1 E-COPPER 508.40 24% 630.00 
2 E-ZINC 139.00 22% 169.50 
3 E-NICKEL 1160.50 28% 1485.40 
4 E-LEAD 163.00 16% 189.10 
5 E-SILVER 6150.00 30% 7995.00 

NSEL RATE @ 20‐11‐2012 
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Silver looks a good destination for Investment, also one can make a SIP for the same:  
 
 
A new way to set up systematic investment plan in e-Series through NSEL 
 
E-Series products of National Spot exchange (NSEL) redefined the investment with offering of 
diversifying the portfolio in commodities conveniently and in seamless manner. Taking it forward the 
exchange has now introduced systematic investment plan (SIP) scheme enabling investors to keep 
investing in the same way as they do in equity market. A systematic investment plan is a way to 
invest regularly. It is basically a long-term disciplined investment technique which allows an investor 
to accumulate gold silver and other commodities in small amounts regularly. The idea is to set apart 
a sum every month or quarter as per investor’s choice, and use that to buy E-series units, regardless 
of its price. People like such a system because it helps them save regularly and build up an 
investment. In line with the growing commodity investment demand more particularly in gold and 
silver introducing SIP is aimed at to cultivate a regular savings habit among investors to accumulate 
commodity in small amount. SIP is the preferred route of investment by the retail investors in equity 
and mutual funds. 
 
Commodity provides an opportunity to enhance portfolio returns over a period of time and acts as a 
perfect diversifier for one’s investment portfolio. Gold and silver are the natural savings mechanism 
built in our culture and hence well understood. Similar is the case of all other commodities but not 
prominent as bullion. The E-Series products SIP offer is a convenient way to diversify investment 
portfolio and reap the returns of gold, silver and other commodities from a long-term perspective. 
The investment objective of the scheme is to provide returns that correspond to the returns in 
physical commodity. Investors can directly subscribe/redeem E- series units on all business days 
through the physical mode at the various designated centers across the country, thereby, making it 
easily accessible and convenient. 
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Why to choose SIP in E- series: 
1. Regular saving habit: Perhaps the best benefit of setting up an E-Series SIP is that it forces one 

to set apart some money every month and enforces saving discipline. One could argue that this 
can be done without a SIP also but just that automation enforces a little more rigor. 
 

2. Protects from timing the market: If one has already committed money to a SIP in E-Series – he 
will most likely continue to invest regardless of a big fall or huge gains in the price. This in turn 
will enable to invest regularly rather than try to time the market, which not many small 
investors can do successfully. 
 

3. SIP lead to building wealth: Good saving and investing habits are more likely to help to 
accumulate wealth in the long run. 
 

Main Benefits of E-Series SIP are: 
 SIP Styled Investments. 
 Diversified investment with Compounding effect. 
 Option to Invest in Gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc etc. 
 Option to purchase Gold/silver Bars/Coins at the time of redemption of E-Gold/silver units. 
 Wide Array of Portfolio Selections. 
 The Investor holds his investment in a Demat Account. 
 Investment amount starts as low as Rs. 150 in the case of E-Zinc to Rs 6100 in the case of 

E-silver. 
 

So Investing in E-Gold/silver and other E-Series products through SIP give all the advantages of 
investing in gold and silver while eliminating drawbacks of physical gold/silver -- cost of storage, 
liquidity and purity. E-gold/silver allows investment in gold and silver in small denominations, which 
makes it easy on the wallet. On the other hand E-Series products are transparent investment 
vehicles that will have to conform to rigid regulations on investment norms and valuations. As almost 
everything here – the conclusion is for you to decide. This might work very well for every investor. 
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